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Beginning

 Facebook event was made by one person who had enough 

from constant price raising of electricity and gas.

 In two hours 2000 people responded.



Questioner 1



Organisation

 Every Monday , Wednesday  and Friday citizens could come 

in the local park in summer and EAPN Macedonia offices  in 

winter and take active participation into one from the four 

groups.

 1.Group for  legal Issues

 2.Group for communication with the media

 3.Group for communication and coordination with other 

cities

 4.Group for distribution of flayers through the cities



Eight demands were made
 1. Cancellation of the charge of 33% for “engaged power” in the electricity 

bills
2. Restoration of the daily cheap tariff for the electricity
3. Restoration of the prices for electricity to the level from 2008
4. Stopping of the privatization or so-called “further capitalization” of the 
entire energy sector owned by the Republic of Macedonia
5. Investment in domestic sustainable energy sources (solar and geothermal 
energy, wind power, etc.)
6. Immediate revocation of the new rules and tariffs of the Central Heating 
Company
7. Restoration of the prices for central heating to the level from 2008
8. Reduction of the prices of fuels to a level appropriate to the standard of 
living



Questioner  2



Website, logo, flyers 

 www.amanmk.wordpress.com

http://www.amanmk.wordpress.com/


Protests

 The first protest was on the 14.08.2012 in six cites in same time.

 Protests lasted for seven mounts, one protest every week.



Petition

 In 30 days we collected 13.169 signatures through Macedonia

 Taking the initiative into the parliament

 The parliament refuse our initiative

 Taking the initiative into the court

 The court refuse our initiative 



What are we doing now?

 The experts are doing completely new low for electricity(the 

experts are people that have worked in the regulatory 

commission and they are not afraid to talk)

 Debates



MPPS is helping with!

 Offices for meetings

 Participation of MPPS members

 Technical support

 Organizing debates



Questioner 3



Our aim

 150 000 signatures

 Going to referendum 
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